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Large scale proteomics studies have been completed for rice (Oryza sativa), Arabidopsis thaliana, 
Madicago tranculata and Nicotiana tobaccum. There is a need to direct these studies to other plants of 
economic importance also. Recent developments in the methodologies of proteomics are 2-D Gel 
Electrophoresis for the separation of a large number of complex proteins, Mass Spectrometry for 
structural determination of proteins, development of protein reference maps and the use of protein 
microarrays. The use of tools of bioinformatics and the study of protein-protein interactions will 
become the future direction in Proteomics. This review discusses the current state of the art 
technologies being used in Plant Proteomics.     
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INTRODUCTION 
  
The term ‘Proteomics’ means investigation of biological 
processes by the systematic analysis of a large number 
of expressed proteins for specific properties such as 
identity, quantity, activity and molecular interactions. 
Proteins play an important role in maintaining cellular 
functioning. Changes in their concentration can have 
direct phenotypic consequences (Alban et al., 2003). 
Several approaches have been used to identify proteins 
expressed in diverse organisms and organelles (Newman 
et al., 2006). More recently, efforts have been focused on 
a quantitative proteomics, technology that can also reveal 
the dynamics of biological system (Wasinger et al., 
2013).  

The understanding of the diverse role played by 
proteins in biological systems has increased largely as a 
result of the enormous amount of sequence   information  
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generated by the Human Genome Project. After 
completion of the Human Genome Project in 2001, 
approximately 25,000-30,000 genes were identified. This 
allowed a conservative estimate of the number of 
proteins present in most human cells as 25,000, although 
alternative splicing of genes and variations in subunit 
composition may increase the number of proteins even 
further (Cahill et al., 2000). Similar schemes aimed at 
deciphering the genomes of E. coli (Blattner et al., 1997), 
Yeast (Piskur and Langkjaer, 2004) and mouse (Mouse 
Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2002) have provided 
more information.  

The entire genome sequencing of rice (Oryza sativa) 
(Agrawal et al., 2009), Arabidopsis thaliana (The 
Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), Madicago 
tranculata (Stanton-Geddes et al., 2013) and Nicotiana 
tobaccum (Renny-Byfield et al., 2011) has been 
completed but the available data does not explain how 
proteins function or biological processes occur. The 
proteome   reflects   the   expression of molecules   which  
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directly affects cellular biochemistry because the mRNA 
level is not always consistent indication of protein 
abundance (Guo et al. 2008). Proteomics provides a way 
to study the physiological role of protein in a wider 
context. It can lead to answers about the role of a protein 
in signal transduction pathways, about post-translational 
modification undergone by a protein and the role of a 
protein in protein-protein interactions (Olsen et al., 2006). 
 
 
Methodologies being used in Plant Proteomics 
 
In the past 16 years, advancements in techniques such 
as two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, mass 
spectrometry, protein reference maps and protein 
microarrays has rendered the solution of many of the 
technical problems trivial. At present, the state of usage 
of these techniques is:   

(i) 2-D Gel Electrophoresis: Improvement in 2-D 
electrophoresis methodology has improved reproducibility 
and ease-of-use.  However, producing quality gels can 
still be technically challenging for some samples.  The 
advantage of using protocol optimization and careful 
sample preparation is a reproducible proteome reference 
map that can be used for comparative investigations 
(Zychlinski and Gruissem, 2009; Thiellement et al., 1999; 
Damerval et al., 1989).   

The protein sample for 2-D electrophoresis should be 
free of salts, ionic detergents, non-protein 
macromolecules (nucleic acids, starch, lipids) and 
particulate matter and present in a lyophilized or 
concentrated state (> 1 mg mL

-1
).  Typically, if the sample 

has met these requirements it can be directly re-
suspended in extraction media.  For samples that do not 
meet these criteria, further steps need to be taken.  
Often, a single protein precipitation step (acetone, 
methanol or TCA) followed by thorough washing of the 
pellet with cold 80% acetone is sufficient (Vienne et al., 
1999). 

(ii) Protein Reference Maps: 2-D gel electrophoresis-
provided protein reference maps of different plant species 
have become an important tool for organizing and 
understanding plant proteomics. A few web sites 
containing 2-D gel electrophoresis data are already 
available (http://sphinx.rug.ac.be:8080/ppmdb/index.html; 
http://www.biokemi.su.se/chloroplast/, and 
http://www.expasy.ch/ch2d/). Reference 2-D gel 
electrophoresis maps can be used to follow differential 
protein expression and posttranslational modifications.  

Some years ago, an attempt was made to map proteins 
found in different tissues

 
of rice (Komatsu and Tanaka, 

2005) and Arabidopsis (Tsugita et al., 1996). The 
proteins

 
of different tissues were separated by 2-D 

Electrophoresis and a small number
 
of abundant proteins 

were identified by Edman sequencing. At that
 
time, the 

technology was not sufficient to
 
obtain an analysis of the 

total proteomics of the different plant
 
tissues at significant  

 
 
 
 
depth. Given the current level of technology,

 
a large-scale 

proteomics facility with true high throughput
 
technology 

might
 
be able to obtain a more thorough characterization 

of the complete
 

proteomes of the different tissues 
(Boschetti and Righetti, 2009).  

(iii) Mass Spectrometry: Proteins of interest for 
biological researchers are usually present in a complex 
mixture of other proteins and molecules. This creates two 
problems: (a) the two ionization techniques used for large 
molecules only work well when the mixture contains 
roughly equal amounts of constituents. But in biological 
samples, different proteins tend to be present in different 
amounts (Issaq et al., 2002). If such a mixture is ionized 
using electrospray ionization mass spectrometry or 
MALDI, the more abundant species have a tendency to 
"drown" signals from less abundant ones; (b) the second 
problem is that the mass spectrum from a complex 
mixture is very difficult to interpret due to the 
overwhelming number of signals. This is made worse by 
the fact that enzymatic digestion of a protein gives rise to 
a large number of peptide products (Merchant et al., 
2000). 

Tandem MS (MS/MS) is becoming a more popular 
experimental method for identifying proteins. It is used to 
generate a set of fragments from a specific peptide ion 
(Mo et al., 2002; Negroni, 2007). The fragmentation 
process produces cleavage products by the rupture of 
peptide bonds. Because of the expected pattern of 
protein fragmentation, it is possible to use the fragment 
masses to match with a database of predicted masses. 
Tandem MS of whole protein ions has been investigated 
using electron capture and dissociation (Lin et al., 2003; 
Reid and McLuckey, 2002; Graves et al., 2002). This is 
sometimes referred to as the "top-down" approach 
because it involves starting with the whole mass and then 
pulling it apart rather than starting with proteolytic 
fragments and piecing the protein back together using de 
novo repeat detection. A number of different algorithmic 
approaches have been described to identify peptides and 
proteins from tandem mass spectrometry data, including 
peptide fragment fingerprinting, peptide de novo 
sequencing and sequence tag-based searching 
(Hutchens et al., 1993). 

Peptide mass fingerprinting uses the masses of 
proteolytic peptides as input to a search from a database 
of predicted masses that would arise from digestion of a 
list of known proteins (Callea et al., 1999; Pappin et al., 
1993; Mann et al., 1993; Henzel et al., 1993; James et 
al., 1993; Yates et al., 1993). If a protein sequence in the 
reference list produces a significant number of predicted 
masses that match the experimental values, it is likely 
that this protein is present in the original sample. 

(iv) Protein Microarrays: Protein microarrays or 
"chips" are becoming more popular as miniaturized 
ligand-binding assays which can

 
be used to analyze 

complex protein samples (Hall et al., 2007; Templin et al., 
2002;      Haab et al., 2001).      They      use     antibodies  



 
 
 
 
immobilized in a small area on a solid support such as a 
treated

 
glass microscope slide. When exposed to the 

sample solution, each antibody
 
captures its target protein. 

This technique allows large scale and high
 
throughput 

analysis (Lopez et al., 2003). Protein microarrays 
effectively allow quantitation of several

 
hundred to several 

thousand analytes with one system (MacBeath, 2002). 
Antibody microarrays are the most accessible medium 
used in

 
proteomics. In one of the earlier papers reporting 

the use of
 
protein microarrays, 115 antibodies or antigens 

were immobilized
 
using robotics and investigated with the 

corresponding ligands
 
in mixtures of varying but known 

concentrations (Wingren et al., 2003). The disadvantages 
of using antibodies

 
include the large molecular weight, 

and for polyclonal
 

antibodies, a lack of specificity.
 

Commercial companies are, at present, developing 
methods for overcoming

 
these problems using antibody 

fragments or phage technology,
 
the latter using phage 

(bacterial viruses) which have been genetically
 
modified 

to express immunoglobulin fragments on their surface 
(Madoz-Gurpide et al., 2001; Wingren et al., 2003). 
 
 
Future Direction 
 
Like the Human Proteome Project (Legrain et al., 2011), 
that was designed to map the entire set of human 
proteins, a similar effort is needed for plants such as rice 
(Oryza sativa), Arabidopsis thaliana, Madicago tranculata 
and Nicotiana tobaccum. Given the lack of protein-level 
information present for most of the protein-coding genes 
identified so far in plants, a systematic effort using the 
tools of bioinformatics and the investigation of protein-
protein interactions is necessary to achieve this goal. 
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